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	Cisco® LAN Switching (CCIE Professional Development), 9781578700943 (1578700949), Cisco Press, 1999
CCIE Professional Development: Cisco LAN  Switching is essential for preparation for the CCIE Routing and Switching  exam track. As well as CCIE preparation, this comprehensive volume provides  readers with an in-depth analysis of Cisco LAN Switching technologies,  architectures and deployments. CCIE Professional  Development: Cisco LAN Switching discusses product operational details,  hardware options, configuration fundamentals, spanning tree, source-route  bridging, multilayer switching, and other technology areas related to the  Catalyst series switches. The book presents these issues at advanced levels,  providing overviews of both LAN technologies and Cisco switching hardware, and  covering Catalyst network design essentials not found anywhere else. CCIE  candidates will gain exam preparation through the following book elements:  chapter-opening overviews of objectives; scenarios that highlight real-world  issues; configuration examples and case studies; and review questions and  exercises.
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Databases A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Thirty-five years ago, databases were found only in special research laboratories, where computer scientists struggled with ways to make them efficient and useful, publishing their findings in countless research papers. Today databases are a ubiquitous part of the information technology (IT) industry and business in general. We directly and...


		

Applied Oracle Security: Developing Secure Database and Middleware EnvironmentsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Cutting-edge techniques from leading Oracle security experts

This Oracle Press guide demonstrates practical applications of the most compelling methods for developing secure Oracle database and middleware environments. You will find full coverage of the latest and most popular Oracle products, including Oracle Database...


		

SQL Server 2008 Transact-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 Transact–SQL Recipes: A Problem–Solution Approach is an example–based guide to the Transact–SQL language that is at the core of SQL Server 2008. Learn to create databases, insert and update data, generate reports, secure your data, and more. Author Joseph Sack takes common...




	

Solar Energy Engineering: Processes and SystemsAcademic Press, 2009
With the threat of global warming, and the gradual depletion of petroleum supplies, solar electric power is rapidly becoming significant part of our energy mix. The range of solar cells spans different materials and different structures in the quest to extract maximum power from the device while keeping the cost to a minimum. Devices with...

		

Software Testing: Testing Across the Entire Software Development Life CycleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Software Testing presents one of the first comprehensive guides to testing activities, ranging from test planning through test completion for every phase of software under development, and software under revision. Real life case studies are provided to enhance understanding as well as a companion website with tools and examples....

		

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee and WiMaxSpringer, 2007
The advent of ubiquitous computing and the proliferation of portable computing devices have raised the importance of mobile and wireless networking. Recently, there has been a tremendous interest in broadband wireless access systems, including wireless local area networks (WLANs), broadband wireless access, and wireless personal area networks...
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